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Abstract 
In this article we prove the validity of the Dellman Optimality Equa

tion a.nd related results for sequential decision problems with a general 

recursive structure. The characteristic feature of our approach is that 
also non-Markovian policies are taken into account. The theory is moti
vated by some experiments with a learning robot. 



1 Introduction 

The theory of sequential decision problems is an important mathematical tool 
for studying some problems of cybernetics, e.g. control of robots. Consider for 
example the robot shmvn in Figure 1. This robot, called Khepera1 , is equipped 
with eight infra-red sensors, six in the front and two at the back, the infra-red 
sensors measuring the proximity of objects in the range 0-5 em. The robot 
haB two wheels driven by two independent DC motors and a gripper that has 
two degrees of freedom and is equipped \vith a resistivity sensor and an object
presence sensor. The robot has a vision turret mounted on its top as. The vision 
turret has an image scnsor giving a linear image of the horLwlltal view of the 
environment with a resolution of 64 pixels and 256 levels of grey. The taBk of the 
robot was to find a ball in the arena, bring it to the stick and hit the stick by the 
ball so as to it jumps out of the gripper. :Vlacro actions such as search, grasp, 
etc. were defined and the expected number of macro actions taken by the robot 
until the goal was reached was choosen as the performance mea.":lure. Some 
digital, dynamic filters provide the "state information" necessary for making 
decisions (for more details concerning these filters see [7]). The robot learnt 
on-line frorn the observations (Xi, ai, Cl), \vhere Xl E X is the actual output of 
the filters (X is a finite set, called the state space), at-l E A is the previous 
(macro-) action taken by the robot (A is also a finite set, called the action set), 
and (:t is the cost of transition (Xt-l,at-l,;Xt) which wa..;; I11ntil the goal was 
reached. The task turns out to be well approximated as a r...t1arkovian Decision 
Problem (MOP), i.e. one may assume the existence of transition probabilities 
of form p(x,a,y), where p(x,a,y) gives the probability of going to state y from 
state x when action a is used; and the existence of a cost-structure c(x, u, y) 
S.t. Ct = C(Xt_l; at-I; Xt) . The objective is to minimise the total expected 
discounted cost, E[2::;:o ,(

I
Ct], 0 < I < 1, by choosing an appropriate policy, a 

policy being any function that maps past observations to actions (sometimes to 
distributions over the action set). Because of the uniform cost structure and the 
absorbing goal state; the discounted cost criterion can be shown to be equivalent 
to the undiscounted one, i.e., to minimising the expected number of steps until 
the goal is reached. The reason of considering the discounted total cost criterion 
is that the presence of the discount factor makes the theory of such 1\.1DPs quite 
appealing. In particular, it is ,veIl known that policies which, for any given state 
x E X, choose the action minimising 

L p(x, a, y)(c(x, a, y) + iV'(Y)) 
yEX 

are optimal. Here v'" is the so-called optimal cost function, defined by 

v'(x) = inf v,(x), x E X, ,EIT 
1 Khepera is designed and built at Laboratory of IvIicrocomputing, Swiss Federal Institute 

of Technology, Lausanne, Switzerland and is available commercially. 
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where II is the set of policies. More importantly, '/)" is knovvn to satisfy the 
Bellman Optimality Equation 

v'(x) = min '" p(x,a,y)(c(x,a,y) +'Yv'(y)), x E ,1:', aEA� yEA' 
which is a non-linear equation for V". Fortunately, because of the presence of 
the discount factor, 'Y, v' can be found (approximately) in a number of ways. 
For example, introducing the optimal cost operator, T : IRA' --+ IRA' , defined by 

(Tv)(x) = mi
A
n LP(x,a,y)(c(x,a,y) +'iV(Y)), x E ,1:', 

nE 'VEX 

gives that v* is the fixed point of T, which can be shown to be a contraction in 
the sup-norm (in fact, IITv - T-ull <: '(11'0 - ·ull holds) and so the BaJlach fixed
point theorem yields that L'n+l = TVn converges to '//" in the sup-norm for any 
choice of Va. This algorithm, called the value-iteration algor'ithrn (or dynamic 
programming algorithm), served as the basis of the most successful learning 
algorithm for the above robotic task. The idea of this learning algorithm is to 
estimate the transition probabilities p(x, a, y) and the costs c(x, a, y) by their 
respective maximum-likelihood estimates to obtain Pt(x, a, y) and Ct(x, a, y), 
respectively and then compute Vt, the tth approximation to the optimal cost 
function v* , as the fixed point of the approximate optimal cost operator Tt which 
is defined as T but when p and c are replaced by their respective estimates. After 
a few hours of learning the performance of the robot using this learning strategy 
was comparable to that of a well designed control strategy (whose design took 
a couple of days). 

It is important to observe that the expected total discounted cost criterion; 
although suitable in many ca.."es1 may yield undesirable behaviour in some ca.."es. 
For example, in safety-critical applications (like controlling a r..1ars-rover) the 
average-case optimal policy may be too bold. Other criteria, such a."i the min
imax: criterion which concerns only the long-term worst-case outcomes of the 
decisions, take safety much better into account. There is a continuum of other 
criteria which are in between the expected and the minimax: criteria. In this 
article we consider structural questions, such as the validity of the Bellman Op
timal Equation, associated with sequential decision problems given by general 
decision criteria. Hmvever, the problem of learning optimal policies ,vill not be 
considered here. Nevertheless, the theory investigated here is important as the 
analysis of such learning algorithms should be based on it. For further infor
mation on learning issues the reader is referred to the articles [5, 9] and [6]. 
The main contribution of this article to the "static-theory", which considers 
structural problems, is that here we do not restrict the analysis to 1{arkovian 
policies as it is usual in the literature (see, e.g. [1, 10]), but we also consider 
general policies, which is important. since learning policies are non-1vIarkovian 
by nature. 
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Figure 1: The Khepera robot 
The figures show a Khepera robot. The description of the sensors and actuators of 
the robot can be found in the text. 

2 Results 

Notation. The set of natural numbers ({ 0, 1, 2, ... } ), integers and reals will 
be denoted by N,;z, and lR, respectively. R(Z) will denote the set of extended 
real-valued functions over Z: R(Z) = [-00, oo]Z, and B(Z) will denote the set 
of bounded real-valued functions over Z: B(Z) c IRz, s.t. if f E B(Z) then 
Ilfll = SUPzEZ If(z)1 < 00. The relation u ::::: v will be applied to functions in 
the usual way: u ::::: v means that u(x) ::::: v(x) for all x in the domain of u and 
v. Further, u < v will denote that u ::::: v and that there exists an element x 
of the domain of u and v such that u(x) < v(x). We employ the symbol ::::: 
for operators in the same way, and say that Sl ::::: S2 (Sl, S2 : R(Z) -+ R(Z)) 
if S l v ::::: S2V for all v E R(Z). If S : R(Z) -+ R(Z) is an arbitrary operator 
then Sk (k = 1,2,3, ... ) will denote the composition of S with itself k times: 
S ov = v, S l

V = Sv, S 2V = S (S v), etc. In the following t,s,n,i,j,k will denote 
natural numbers. 

DEFINITION 2.1 An operator S : R(Zd -+ R(Z2) is said to be Lipschitz with 
index 0 < "( if S maps B(Zl) into B(Z2) and if for all f, g E B(Zl), IISf - Sgll ::::: 
"(Ilf -gil· S is said to be a contraction with index "( if S is Lipschitz with index 

"( < 1. 

DEFINITION 2.2 An operator S : R(Zl) -+ R(Z2) is said to be (weakly) contin
uous if for all pointwise continuous function sequence {In} C R(Zl) with limit 
function f ,  also limn-+oo(Sfn)(z) = (SJ)(z), Vz E Z2. 
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It is well known that S can be Lipschitz without being continuous and vice 
versa. 

Sequential Decision Problellls. 

DEFIKITIO" 2.3 An sequential decision problem (SDP) is a q'Uad'l"'Uple (X, A, Q, C), 
where X is the state space of the pmcess, A is the set of actions, Q : [-00, oo]X -+ 
[_x,x]XxA 'is the so-called cost propagation operator and C E B(X) is the so
called term.ina.l cost function. 

In most of the results \ve \\Till assume that Q is a contraction and is continuous 
in the sense of Definition 2.2. 

The mapping Q makes it possible to define the cost of an action sequence in 
a recursive way: the cost of action a in state x is given by (Qf)(x,a) provided 
the decision process stops immediately after the choice of the first action and 
the terminal cost of stopping in state y is given by f (y). 

The history of a decision process up to the fLh stage is a Reqllence of state
action pairs: (at,Xt,at_I,Xt_I, ... ,ao,xo). Set Ht = (A x X)t , t 2: O. For 
brevity, h = ((at, Xt), ... , (ao, xo)) will be written as h = atxt ... aoxo. Further, 
for any pair h, = ((at, Xt), ... , (ao, xo)) and h2 = ((a;, x;), ... , (as, xS)) we will 
denote by h,h2 the concatenation of h, and h2: ((at, Xt), ... , (ao, xo), (a;, x;), ... , (a�, x�)). 
We admit the assumption that the ordering of the components of h = alXl ... aoxo 
corresponds to the time order, i.e., (at, Xt) is the most recent element of the his-
tory. 

DEPTKT'fTO'l" 2.4 A policy is an infinite sequence of mappings: 'IT = ('ITo, 'ITl,···, 'ITt, ... ); 
where 7ft : X x Ht -+ A, t 2: O. If ITt depends only on X then the policy is called 
J\.'Iarkovian, otherwise, it is called non-:r\/Iarkovian. If a policy is Markovian and 
ITt = 1ro for all t then the policy i8 called stationary. Element8 of AX are called 
selectors and e'Ucr'Y IT E A''' is identificd by the associated stationar'Y policy 
(]f, 'if, 'if, . . .  ) . 

DEFTKT'fTO'l" 2.5 Il'IT E AX is an arbitra1'Y select01' let the corresponding policy
evaluation operator T. : R(X) -+ R(X) be defined 08 

(T.f)(.r,) = (Qf)(x,1r(.r,)). 

In the literature the evaluation of Markov policies is defined with the help of 
the policy-evaluation operators: 

DEFIKITIO" 2.6 (BERTSEKAS, 1977) The evaluation function of a finite-horizon 
Markov policy 'if = (ITO, IT1,···, 'ift) is defined as v. = T�cT", . . .  T.,t, while the 
evaluation function of an infinite-horizon Markov policy 'IT = (ITo, 'IT1 � . . .  , 'ITt: ... ) 
is given by 

(1) 
assuming that the limit exists. 
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If the policy is stationary (7rt = 7ro for all t 2' 0) the latter definition reduces to 

(2) 

Note that if Q : Bey) -+ B(X x A) is a contraction then TK is a contraction 
with the same index (7r E AX) aJld so 'UK is well defined. The evaluation of 
arbitrary policies is more complicated and is the subject of the next section� 
but the follo'\ving example may shed some light on the forthcoming definitions. 

EXAMPLE 2.7 Finite M arko"ian. decision. problem.s with the e.r-pected total cost 
criterion [2, 8}. (X, A, p, c) is called a finite MDP if the following conditions 
hold: 

1. X aJld A are finite sets; 

2. p: X x A x X -+ R and for each a E A, p(., a, .) is a transition probability 
matrix, i.e., for all (x,a,y) E X x A x .1', 0"" p(x,a,y) "" 1; and for all 
(x, a) E X x A, LYE X p(x, a, y) = 1; 

3. c : X x A x X -+ R. 

Nmv let IT be any policy. Then, for any X-valued random variable �o; 7r generates 
a probability measure P = P".K over (X x A)N which is uniquely defined by 
the finite-dimensional probabilities 

P(Xo, 0.0, X" 0." . . . , Xn, an) = p(�o = xo)J(ao, 7ro(xo) )p(xo, 0.0, x,) .. . 
. . .  P(Xn-l ; an-" xn)6(an;1T 11. (xn' an-l Xn-l .. . aoxo), 

where J : A 2 -+ {O, I} is defined by 6 (a, b) = 1 iff a = b. Clearly, one can 
construct a random sequence (�n, un) E X x A (the controlled object) s.t. 
P(�n+l lan, �n' . . .  ,0:0, �o) = P(�n' an, �n+l) and where an = 7In(';n, O'n-1 �n- 1 . .  ·0'0';0) ' 
If �(I is concentrated on {x} for some x E X then p(o.' is denoted by px ••. 

Assume t.hat. P(�o = .r,) > (J for all X E x. The evaluat.ion of a policy 1r in 
state x is defined as 

D.(xl def E(c .• [�'t'C(6,a,,�t+l) I�(I =x] = Ex .• [�'Ytc(�lX),a;X), d�l)] 

where 0 < , < 1 is the discount factor and the expectation is taken w.r.t. 
p" .• (resp. px .• ) and {(�"at)} (resp. {(�ix), aix))}) is the controlled object 
corresponding to 7r and the initial random state �o (resp. initial state x) . The 
second equality in the above equation comes from the definitions and shows that 
vrr(x) is independent of the particular form of �o. Nmv, if 7r = (7rO,7rl, . . .  ) is 
any policy then by the law of total probability 

L px.rr (�ix) = 1J) Ex .• 
yEA' 

[�, t ("Ix) Ix) "Ix) ) I "Ix) - .] � ,I r '-,t , at '<"'t+l 1,,1 - Y 
t=O 
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L p(x, "0 (X), v) (e(x, "0 (x), V) + "(Ex,� [f "(tc(�l�" aj�, ,�1�2) I �;x) = V] ) 
yEA' t=o 

� p(x, "0 (X), y) (e(x, 1fO(x), y) + ,,(Ey,IT' [�"('c(eIY), &jY), tl�l)] ) 
L p(x, 1f0 (X) , y) (e(x, "o(x), y) + "(V" (y)) 
yEX 
(Q"rr') (x, JrO (X)), 

where 1Tx denotes the policy executed after the first step, i.e., 1Tx = (Jrg, 1Tf, • • •  ) 
with 7rf(x, h) = 7r/,+1(x, h7ro(x)x), {(�IY),&jY))} is the corresponding controlled 
object given that the initial state is y, and Q : R(X) --+ R(X x A) is defined by 

(Qf)(x, a) = LP(x, a, y)(c(x, a, y) + "(!(y)), (4) 
yEA' 

Equation 3 is called the FUndaJIlental Equation [31 and will be proved to hold 
for general SDPs in the next section. )J"otc that if 'if is 1vlarkovian then IT;}; = 

(3) 

(1Tl ,7r2, • • •  ) for any x E X, and so Equation 3 yields that v(rrO,lI"l, ... ) = Trro ... T1ft V(Jrt+l,lI"t+2, . . ). 
Therefore, for any given f E B(X), 11;r = limt--+oo T7ro ... T,,/. = V7r since 

IITJro ... T7rJ\7rt+l,Jrt+2, ... ) -TKo' .. T;rJ:11 :S: "(t+ 1 IID(1Tt+l,.Jrt+2, ... ) -ill::'; ,../+' C i� 0, 

for sorne C > 0, \vhere \ve exploited that for any selector Jr, Trr is a contraction 
with index "( and that SUP�EII IIvrrll < 00, 

Interesting "risk-sensitive" criteria may be obtained if Q is given by (Qf) (x, a) = 
('ZYEXP(X, 

a, y)(c(x, a, y) +'i!(Y))p)'/p, 1 � P < 00, where c and! are assumed 
to be non-negative. This definition can be shown to give the minimax criterion 
when p --+ ,x. The results derived below hold for these criteria &'3 well. 

Objectives. The objective of the decision maker is to choose a policy in such 
a way that the cost incurred during the usage of the policy is minimal. Of 
course, the smallest cost that can be achieved depends on the class of policies 
available for the decision maker. 

DEFIKITIO)! 2,8 The set8 of general, Markov and "tationary policies are denoted 
by IIg, IIm and ITs, respectively. Further, let 

v"'(x) = inf v�(x), lTEl1� 
be the optimal cost function for the class II", where � is either 9 or m or s, 

For any f 2: 0 and fixed x E X the decision maker can &"8111'e a cost less than 
v'''(x) + c by the usage of an appropriate policy from II" but this policy will 
depend on x. Here \ve are interested in uniformly good policies: 
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OEFIKITIO" 2.9 Let 
II,,(v) = {'if E II" lv, '" v}, 

that is II" (v) contains the politie8 from II" wh08e cost is nniformly les8 than 
or equal to v. A policy is said to be (uniformly) E-optimal if it is contained in 
IIg(v·g + E) 2 

The objective of sequential decision problems is to give conditions under which 
II,,(v·g + s) is guaranteed to be non-empty when s > 0 or E = O. 

OEFIKITIO" 2.10 Elements of IIy(v,g), IImev·g), and II,(v,g) a're called opti
mal, optimal Markovian and optimal stutiona1'Y policies, respectively. 

The FundaIllental Equation. Nmv we define the evaluation fUllction asso
ciated to non-1Iarkovian policies and derive the fundamental equation. 

DEFIKITIO:'-l" 2.11 If IT = (ITO, 7f1, ... ,7ft, ... ) is an arbitrary policy then Jrt de-
notes the t-truncation of 7r: 7ft = (KU, 7r1 , . . .  l 7fd. Further, let Pi and P denote 
the set of t-trnncated (finite-horizon) policies and the set of (infinite horizon) 
policies; respectively. The s-truncation operator for t-truncated policies is de
fined similarly if s '" t. 

OEFIKITIO" 2.12 The shift-operator, S(x.a) : "P -+ "P, for any pair (x, a) E 
X x A is defined in the following way: 

where 'if; is defined by 
'if; (.T" h) = 'ift+1(x, hax) 

for all t::> o. We shall write 1f' for S(x,Ka(x))'if and call7rx the derived policy. 
For t-truncated policies S(",a) is defined in the same way, just now S(x,a) : 

"Pt -+ "Pt-1 , t ::> 1. 

The above definition means that 7rx E Pt-l holds for any 7r E Pt and x E X. 
The following propo�ition follows from the definitions. 

PROPOSITION 2.13 7rt,x = 7rx,t-l and thus if7r E Pt then 7rt,x = 7rx,t-l E Pt-1: 
t ::> 1. 

Now we are in the po�ition to give the definition of the evaluation of policie� 
with finite hori)';on. 

OICFII<I'I'lO" 2.14 [f 'if E "Po, i.e., 'if = (7ro) then v,(x) = (Qf)(x,7ro(x)), where 
f E R.(X) is the tenninal cost function. Assnme that the evalnation of policies 
in "Pt is already defined. Let 1f E "PHI. Then 

(5) 

2If V is a real valued function over X and E is real then v + € stands for the function v (x) + E. 
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Since 7r' E P" 'UK" is already defined aJld thus (5) is well defined. One can 
interpret this definition as follows: 71x is the policy that is applied after the first 
decision. The cost of the derived policy is '1)1r"'. This cost together with the cost 
of the first action (the first being 7ro (.r,) in state x) gives the total cost of the 
policy. 

EXAMPLB 2.15 If 7r is a t-horiwn policy in an MDP (X,A,p,c) (ef. Exam
ple 2.7) and we set 

U�)(x) = E [�,(nc(�n,an'�") I�o = x] 

where {(�n, an)} is the controlled object corresponding to 7r and the random 
initial state �u. The argument of Example 2.7 gives that v�t) = D�t), where v� ) 

is the evaluation of 7r in the sense of Definition 2.14 in the SDP (X, A, Q, flo 
with Q given by (4) and where f.(x) = 0 for all x E X. 

The evaluation of an infinite horizon policy is defined as the limit of the 
evaluation� of the finite hori)';on truncations of that policy: 

DEFIKITIO'l 2.16 Let 7r E P = P=. Then the total cost of 1r for initial state x 
is given by 

v (x) = lirninfv ,(x) 'If t-+= 11" , x E x. 

EXAMPLB 2.17 Continuing the above example, if 1r is an arbitrary policy then 
(by the boundedness of c) 

UK(x) �f E [�,nc(�.,., (tn, (n) I �o = x] = tli,� E [�'''c((,,, a,,, (,,) I �o = x ] 

and so 'V7r = c{)". 

DEFIKITIO'l 2.18 Q is said to be monotone if Qv -<: Qu whenever u -<: v. 

In what follows we wUI always ass'umc that Q is monotone. 
Equation 6 below, which in harmony with [31 we call the fundamental equa

tion (FE), has already been derived for IvlDPs in Example 2.7. Here we show 
that it holds in general SDPs when Q is continuous. 

THEOREM 2.19 If Q is continuous then 

VK (X) = (QvK,)(x,1ro(x)). (6) 

Proof. Let V t = VK' and let {.L = JrHl By definition v,,(x) = (Qv".)(x,{.Lo(x)). 
According to Proposition 2.13 J1x = ITi+1,x = rr:t"l and flo = ITo, therefore 

(7) 
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Nmv, let t tend to infinity and consider the lirninf of both sides of the above 
equation: 

v, (x) = lim inf ( Qu,.,. ) (x, 1fo (x)) = (Q [lim inf v,." J) (x, 1fo (x)) = (QvIT,) (x, 1f0 (x)), 
t--+= t--+= 

where in the first equation ,ve exploited the definition L'JT' in the second equation 
we used that Q is monotone and is continuous� and in the third equation the 
definition of Vir'" was utilised. • 

COROLLARY 2.20 AsS'ume that Q is a contrnction and is cont'tn'Uo'Us. Then'VJTt 
conve'fyes to 'UJTI 't.e., in Dejinit'ton 2.16lirninf can be replaced by lirn, and for 
any Markovian policy 7r, the evaluation function associated to 1i in the sense 
of Definition 2,16 coincides with the evaluotion function in the sense of Def
inition 2.6. Moreover, if 7r is stationary then T;:'vo converges to VJTI where 
V o E B(X) is al'bitml'Y, and u, = TIT V, ' 

Proof, Recall that in Definition 2.6 the evaluation of a Markovian policy 1f = 
(1f0, 1fl, . , , , 1ft , .. , ) was defined as the limit ,",(x) = limt-t= (T,o ' , , (T,,_, (T"t)) .. ,) , 
Easily, T7ro . . .  TJrt_1 TJrJ. = 'VJTt, so the definition of Bertsekas coincides with that 
of ours. The rest of the statement follows from the Banach fixed-point theorem, 
D 

Uniformly Optimal Policies. 

DEFIKITIO'l 2.21 Policy 1f is soid to be uniformly E-optimal if, for all x E x: 
{ v,g(x) + c, 

v,(x)::; 
-liE, 

' if v,g(x) > -00; 
otherwise. 

THEOREM 2,22 If the FE i" satisfied then for all E > 0 there exi"t" a,n E-optimal 
policy, 

Proof, Fix an arbitrary x E X. By the definition of v'"(x) there exists a policy 
x1f = (x7fO.x1fl, . . ,) for which v,,(x) ::; v,g(x) + £ when v,g(x) > -00 aJld 
v,,(x) ::; -liE, otherwise, We define a policy which will be [-optimal by taking 
the actions prC'Bcribed by x1i when x is the starting state of the decision process. 
The resulting policYl called the combination of the policies x1l", is given formally 
by 1fo(x) = x1fo(x) and 7ft (Y, ha .. x) = x1ft(Y, hax), We claim that ",(x) = ",,(x) 
and thus 7f is uniformly c-optima L Indeed, 7f" = (x1f)" and 7fo(x) = x1fo(x) and 
so v,(x) = (Qv,�,)(x, 1fo(x)) = (Qv.,.)(x, x1fo(x)) = v.,(x), • 
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Finite Horizon Problems. 

OlCPIKITlO'l 2.23 The optimal cost function for n-horizon problems is defined 
by 

wher'e P;; = {"n I " E II" }, and L'l E {g, Tn, s}. 

OEFIKITlO'l 2.24 The optimal cost operator T : R.(X) -+ R.(X) associated with 
the SDP (X,A, Q,£) is defined by 

(T f)(x) = inf (Q f)(x , a). aEA{x) 

It is immediate from the definition and by the triangle inequality that if Q is a 
contraction with index "( then the optimal cost operator is a contraction with 
the same index. 

0"Fl1<I'1'10'l 2.25 Q is called upper semi-continuous if fo'l' ever'y (pointwise) 
convergent 8equence of functions Vt E R(,l') for which Vt 2: limt--+= Vt we have 

lim QVi = Q( lim v,) 
t--+= t--+= 

THEOREM 2.26 (OPTIMALITY EQUATION FOR FINITE HORIZOK PROBLEMS) 
The optimal cost funet'ions of the n-horizon problem satisfies 

(8) 

provided that Q is USC and the FE is satisfied. 

Proof. We prove the proposition by induction. One immediately sees that the 
proposition holds for n = 1. Assume that ,,",c have already proven the proposition 
for n. Firstly, ,ve prove that Tn+lf ::; V�+l . Note that this inequality will follow 
from the FE and the monotonicity of Q alone: no continuity assumption is 
needed here. 

Let" E Pn+1. We show that Tn+le <:: v�. By the induction hypothesis 
(Tn+l f)(x) = (Tv�9)(x). According to the FE, v�(x) = (Qv�, )(x, "o(x)). Since 
Irx E Pn so V7r", 2: V�9. Since Q is monotone it follm�ls that 

(Tv.;!)(x) = inf (Qv.;,g)(x,a) <:: inf (Qv�.)(x,a) <:: (Qv�,)(x,,,o(x) = v�(x). aEA{x) aEA{x) 

This holds for arbitrary 7r E Pn+l and thus Tv�g ::; V��l. Using the induction 
hypothesis we find that Tn+ 1 f ::; V��l. 

Now let us prove the reverse inequality, i.e., that V��l ::; Tn+1f holds. Let us 
choose a sequence of 1'Iarkovian policies trk E Pn such that'l)7rk converges to'I)�,m. 
Clearly, v7rk 2: v�'m. Now let J.-Lj : X -+ A be a sequence of mappings satisfying 
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limj-too T/J/I)�g = T'O�g. Now consider the policies vk,j = 1rk E9 J.Lj E Pn+l: the 
first n actions of Vk,j are the actions prescribed by 1rk while the last action is 
the action prescribed by P'j. It is clear that V��l ::.; V�+l ::.; VVk,j = TjJ-j v;rlo: the 
last equality follows from the FE. Taking the limit in k we get that 

holds owing to the choice of the policies "lfk and since Q is esc. Now taking the 
limit in J" the induction hypothesis yields that V*9 < 'O*m < Tv*m = Tn+l f "" "" n+l - n+l - n 
which finally giyes that V�"�l = V�+'l = Tn+l f� completing the proof. • 

The follo\�ling example shows that the conditions of the previous theorem 
are indeed essential. 

EXAMPLE 2.27 [1] Let X = {O} and A = (0,1]' £(0) = 0, and (Qf)(O,a) = 1, 
if 1(0) > 0; and (Qf)(O, a) = a, otherwise. Note that Q is not USC. It is easy 
to oe€ that 0 = ,,=(0) = (Tn£)(o) < V�9(0) = 1 = V'9(0) if n::> 2. 

The Bellman Optimality Equation. According to Theorem 2.26, if 'O�g 
converges to V*9 then V*9 can be computed as the limit of the function sequence 
Vo = £, Vt+l = Tv, provided that Q is USC and the FE holds. The convergence 
of V�9 to V*9 expressed in another way means that the inf and lim operations 
can be interchanged in the definition of '0*9: 

V*9 = inf lim V;rn = lim inf V7r" = lim V;�9. rrEP n-+oo n-too 7rEP n-too 
(9) 

THBOREI'vI2.28 (i) Assume that Q is cont'tnuo'Us and set 'v= = limsuPn-too T
nf. 

Then 
v= ::.; '0*9. (10) 

(ii) If we further assume that Q is a contraction then limn-+= V.�9 = limn-+oo T
nvo = 

V*9 = 'v*1n, where va E B(X) is arbitrary, and 

TV*9 = V*9. (11) 

Proof. (i) Note that by Theorems 2.19 & 2.26 v= = lim suPn-+= v�g. Let x E X 
and let c be a number s.t. c >  v·g(x). By the definition of v'9 there exists a 
policy "If E P such that v�(x) < c. Furthermore, since vK(x) = limn-+= v�" (x) 
there exists a number no such that from n > no it follows that V;rn (x) < c. Thus 
if n > no then V�9(X) < c and consequently lim suPn-t= V�9(X) < c. Since c and 
x were arbitrary, we obtain the desired inequality. 

(ii) By the Banach fixed-point theorem '000 = liIIln-+= Tnf = liIIln-t.X\ Tnvo 

and T'ooo = V'X!. It is sufficient to prove that '0*9 ::.; T'O*9 since then iterating 
this inequality will yield 1)*£1 ::.; TnV*9 -+ V=, n -+ �, which together with 
Part (i) shows (11). Let "lfn be a sequence of lin-uniformly optimal policies. 
Such policies exist by Theorem 2.22. Further, let i'n be a selector such that 
T�nv�n -<: TV�n + lin. Then v'Y -<: v"n $�n -<: (TVKJ + lin, and taking the 
limit in n yields the desired inequality. • 
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Existence of Opthnal Stationary Policies. 

OICFlId'I'lO'; 2.29 A stationary policy q, is said to be greedy w.r.t. v E R(X) if 

TfjJv = Tv, 
i.e., if for each x E X, (Qv)(x, q,(x)) = (Tv)(x) = inf"EA (Qv)(x,a). 

Note that the finiteness of A assures the existence of greedy policies w.r. t. any 
function v E R(X). If A is infinite special continuity assumptions are needed 
on Q for the existence of greedy policies (see [1] for further information on 
this). The next theorem shows that greediness is a useful concept under the 
appropriate conditions since the knowledge of the optimal cost function can be 
sufficient to find optimal stationary policies. 

THEOREM 2.30 If Q is a contraction and is continuous then optimal stationary 
policies are g'reedy 'W. r·. t. ,/./"9 i and vice ver·sa. 

Proof. If ¢ is greedy w.r.t. V*9 then T¢V*9 = TV*9 = V*9 and by induction we 
get that T:;v·g = v'9 holds for all n. Since by Corollary 2.20 the l.h.s. converges 
to 'vrp as n --t 00, we get that v¢ = V*9, i.e., ¢ is optimal. �ow, if ¢ is an optimal 
stationary policy then TV"9 = V"9 = vrp = T¢,'v¢ = T¢v*: shmving the greediness 
�� . 

Theorems 2.28 & 2.30 are at the very core of the learning algorithms used in 
the robotic experiments. In particular: a theorem was proven in [5] which shows 
that in contractive models (i.e., when Q is a contraction) value iteration can be 
combined with learning processes without effecting the convergence. In [9] and 
[6] examples are shown for asymptotically optimal learning policies which use 
the adaptive value iteration scheme. 

Final Remarks. Similar statements hold for models when (QCl(-, 0) 2' c 
or when (Q€)(·, a) '" C (a E A) in which cases we require Q to be lower 
(resp. upper) semi-continuous on the set of functions {v E R(X) Iv 2' C} (rcsp. 
{v E R(X) Iv", £}). In such caBes the analysis should be based on the mono
tonicity of the various function sequences involved. Hmvever, problems related 
to the existence of stationary optimal policies become more complicated: in fact 
for models satisfying (Qe) (-, a) 2' e (tbese are called increasing models) value 
iteration does not necessarily converge to V"9, but greedy policies 'v.r.t. V"9 
are optimal; whilst in models satisfying the opposite inequality, (Qf)(·,a) '" f 
(these are called decreasing models) value iteration does always converge to v·g 
but greedy policies w.r.t. v"9 are not necessarily optimal. It is also ,vorth noting 
that Howard's policy improvement theorem [4] is valid in increasing or contrac
tive models, and when iterated converges to optimum in contractive models [5] 
but does not necessarily converge to optimum in increasing ones. In certain 
contractive models one can estimate the speed of convergence of both the value 
and tbe policy iteration metbods wbich turns out to be pseudo-polynomial [5]. 
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